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Dear John

Working paper – TPM: Connection charges
1.

This is a submission by the Major Electricity Users’ Group (MEUG) on the Electricity
1
Authority working paper “Transmission Pricing Methodology: Connection charges” dated
th
13 May 2014.

2.

Members of MEUG have been consulted in the preparation of this submission. This
submission is not confidential. Several MEUG members will also be making submissions.

3.

The paper notes :

2

“The Authority has not attempted to quantify net benefits of changes to
status quo connection charging arrangements at this stage. Rather, the
Authority is seeking feedback on this paper to assist it to decide whether or
not there are net benefits in:
(a)

addressing incentive problems resulting from the disparity between
connection and interconnection charges

4.

(b)

moving from ARC-based asset charges to DRC-based asset charges
for connection pool assets

(c)

moving closer to an actual cost-based methodology for the allocation
of operating expenses within the connection pool”

Consistent with the exploratory nature of the working paper this submission comments on
the factors the paper indentifies and suggests other avenues for analysis. We also draw no
conclusions. Conclusions can only be made after the Authority has undertaken a costbenefit-analysis (CBA).
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Revised marked up version URL http://www.ea.govt.nz/dmsdocument/17971 found at
http://www.ea.govt.nz/development/work-programme/transmission-distribution/transmission-pricing-review/consultations/.
This is referred to as the EA TPM consultations website
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5.

To assist our response we tabled 13 written questions with the Authority. We held a useful
meeting with the Authority to discuss those and a written response was received including
3
input from Transpower. A copy of those questions and answers is appended and should
be considered part of MEUG’s submissions. Those questions and responses we hope will
assist the Authority further refine if there is a material issue with the following policy issues,
what alternatives might address any material issues and what are the incremental costs
and benefits of making a change.

6.

Additional observations to the questions and answers attached for the three policy
4
questions as defined by the Authority follows :
a)

“Whether there is potential for connection assets to be inefficiently classified as
interconnection assets?”
MEUG submitted on this potential issue in the first round submissions that closed in
5
February 2013. Our view then was “Agree some existing boundary issues are
creating inefficient incentives”. In view of answer to Q1 in the appendix attached our
response is now that we “Agree some existing boundary issues are may be creating
inefficient incentives.” It’s a matter of CBA whether a change is required to mitigate
future poor outcomes from potential inefficient incentives.

b)

“Whether the asset component of the connection charge, which is based on applying
average depreciation to all connection pool assets, is inefficient?”
This is more complex than considered in the working paper as evidenced by the
answers to questions attached. Those answers have also promoted a new question
on whether the WACC used for Customer Investment Contracts (CIC) should be
higher (as Transpower suggest it might) or lower (MEUG is considering if this should
be the case if the CIC explicitly deals with asset stranding) than the WACC
determined by Input Methodologies. This may be relevant also to EDB be-spoke
contracts for customer specific services.

c)

“Whether the connection pool cost allocation methodology, for the recovery of
maintenance, operating and overhead costs, is inefficient?”
Same observations as b) above.

7.

We look forward to the Authority considering this submission. Our overall impression is that
the working paper may not have canvassed in sufficient detail the complexity of the issues,
particularly the treatment of capital charges and maintenance, operating and overhead cost
allocations.

Yours sincerely

Ralph Matthes
Executive Director
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A copy has also been posted on the EA TPM consultations website
The summary text describing each issue is copied from the EA TPM consultations website
MEUG response to Q4, MEUG submission to the Electricity Authority, 28th February 2013
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